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Abstract 

Nitrogen-doped porous carbon/carbon nanotube composite was prepared by in situ growth of 

porous nitrogen-abundant ZIF-8 nanoparticles onto carbon nanotubes (CNT) and subsequent 

carbonization at 800 C. With the aid of polydopamine coating, the distribution of ZIF-8 

particles on CNTs could be controlled by varying the synthesis time of ZIF-8. Due to the 

synergy of high electrical conductivity of carbon nanotubes and abundant nitrogen active 

sites of ZIF-8-derived carbon, the as-prepared composite material (CNT@CZIF-2) with a 

BET surface area of 287 m2 g-1 was tested as supercapacitor electrode, and it exhibited 

specific capacitance of 324 F g-1 and 93.5% of capacitance retention after 1000 cycles in an 

alkaline aqueous electrolyte solution. Such excellent energy storage performance was 

superior to that achieved by most of the reported CNT-based electrodes.  
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1. Introduction 

Developing high-performance energy storage devices is important to meet the demand of 

high energy density and superior power output in various applications such as plug-in electric 

vehicles, backup power sources, portable laptops, and cell phones [1, 2]. Among the various 

energy storage systems, supercapacitor has gained significant attention due to its high power 

density, fast charging and discharging rates, and robust rate capability. supercapacitor has 

been regarded as the most suitable energy system to fill the gap between the traditional low 

energy density capacitors and low power density lithium-ion batteries (LIB) [3, 4]. Among 

various electrode materials of supercapacitors, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have the intrinsic 

advantages of low density, high specific surface area, low impedance and high electrolyte 

accessibility [5-9]. Moreover, CNTs with different length, diameter and number of walls have 

become commercially available at relatively low cost. The performance of CNTs can be also 

improved by forming composites with other materials such as graphene; however, despite the 

excellent electrical conductivity of graphene and CNTs, the CNT/graphene composite 

suffered from a lack of active sites in carbon surface leading to a low capacitance of 120 F/g 

[10]. 

    To improve the carbon-based electrode performance, heteroatom doping is considered as 

one of the most efficient ways to modify carbons to achieve an electron-donor property in the 

carbon heterocyclic ring and enhance the spin density and charge distribution of surrounding 

carbon atoms, thereby increasing the number of active sites for electrochemical reactions [11]. 

In particular, nitrogen doping with controllable doping level and without loss of electrical 

conductivity has gained most attention [12]. Recently nitrogen-containing metal-organic 

frameworks (MOFs) such as ZIF-8 have been attractive precursors for the preparation of 

nitrogen-doped carbons due to their high content of nitrogen and porous framework structure 

[13, 14]. Direct carbonization of ZIF-8 has been attempted to prepare nitrogen-doped carbon 
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electrode [15, 16]. For instance, Chaikittisilp et al. used ZIF-8 as a precursor without 

additional carbon sources for preparation of supercapacitor electrode [17]. The ZIF-8 derived 

carbon material exhibited high supercapacitor performance of 214 F g-1 in a liquid electrolyte. 

However, like other particulate materials, ZIF-8-derived carbons usually suffered from 

agglomeration and high internal resistance; and the use of non-conductive polymer binder 

further worsens ion diffusion and increases interfacial resistance [18]. It has been recently 

demonstrated that designing 2D array architecture with core-shell nanostructure on 

conductive supports is beneficial for solving this problem [19]. The constructed architecture 

can achieve a fast electron transport “highway” as well as a synergetic effect between core 

and shell. Therefore, we hypothesized that combining CNTs with ZIF-8 would significantly 

reduce the electrical resistance while retaining highly active ZIF-8-derived nitrogen-abundant 

carbons. However, due to the hydrophobic property of CNTs,  there are no nucleation sites 

for the growth of ZIF-8; and thus it is very difficult to grow ZIF-8 on CNTs and form ZIF-

8/CNT hybrid structures [20]. A few methods have been developed to modify surface 

properties of CNTs [21]. For instance, after treated with concentrated H2SO4/HNO3, the 

CNTs became hydrophilic and thus MOF could be easily decorated onto the surface of 

nanotubes [22]. But the acid modification method is tedious and hazardous. A coating of 

polymers such as polydopamine (PDA) was also applied to improve hydrophilicity of CNTs 

[23-25]. Considering PDA coating is a facile and efficient modification of nanomaterial 

surfaces, it can be adopted as an interface binding agent for bridging ZIF-8 and CNTs.  

    In this work, we demonstrated the preparation of a nitrogen-doped porous carbon/CNT 

composite electrode material by heterogeneous nucleation growth of ZIF-8 on CNTs and 

subsequent carbonization. The CNTs served as a high conductivity network in the electrode 

material, increasing the ion diffusion and lowering the interfacial resistance between the low-

graphitization porous carbon particles derived from ZIF-8. The ZIF-8 particles on the CNTs 
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offered nitrogen-doped carbon as highly active sites after pyrolysis. The pores and open 

channels generated from carbonized ZIF-8 particles provided the carbon composite material 

with a high specific surface area and fast ion transport pathways. The resultant composite 

achieved high capacitance and long cycling stability when assembled as supercapacitor 

electrodes.  

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

MWCNTs (purity ≥ 98%, diameter: 10 nm ± 1 nm, length: 3~6 nm), Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (98%), 

and 2-methylimidazole (98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Dopamine hydrochloride 

was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane and methanol 

(analysis) were purchased from Merck.  

2.2 Synthesis of CNT@CZIFs 

Polydopamine modification of MWCNTs: MWCNTs were modified with polydopamine by 

an ethanol-mediated oxidative dopamine polymerization process as reported previously. 

Briefly, 10 mg of CNTs was dispersed in 15 mL of water and 20 mL of ethanol with strong 

ultrasonic treatment, followed by the addition of 40 mg of dopamine. 10 mL of 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane aqueous solution (25 mM) was then added under 

magnetic stirring. After 2 h of reaction at room temperature, the solution was filtered and 

rinsed with distilled water for three times, followed by drying in a vacuum oven overnight at 

80 C. The resultant samples are denoted as CNT@PDA. 

  The as-prepared CNT@PDA were dispersed in methanol (specific concentration). After 

sonication for 10 min, Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (0.2399 g, 10 mL methanol) and 2-methylimidazole 

(0.649 g, 10 mL methanol) were added simultaneously. After stirring at room temperature for 
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3 min, the sample was collected by centrifugation (5000 rpm for 5 min) and washing with 

methanol three times, and denoted as CNT@ZIF-1. CNT@ZIF-1 were put into a tube furnace 

and calcined under Ar flow at 800 C for 3 h. After etching by 2 M HCl solution for 12 h to 

remove residual Zn particles and washing, the resultant CNT and ZIF-8 derived carbon 

composite (denoted as CNT@CZIF-1) were collected. CNT@CZIF-2 was prepared by the 

similar procedure to that of CNT@CZIF-1 except for the reaction time of ZIF-8 growth 

prolonged to 30 min. 

2.3 Characterization 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) were carried out on a Rigaku Miniflex 600 diffractometer using Cu 

radiation (40 kV, 15 mA). Field emission-scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images 

were taken on an FEI Nova 450 microscope operating at 5 kV. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) measurements were recorded on an FEI Tecnai G2 T20 and an FEI F20 at 

200 kV accelerating voltage. Samples were suspended in ethanol and transferred onto a holey 

carbon film Cu grid for TEM measurements. Nitrogen sorption isotherms were conducted at -

196 C with a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 analyzer. Before analysis, the samples were 

degassed in a vacuum at 200 C for at least 8 h. 

    X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was performed using an AXIS Ultra 

DLD spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Inc., Manchester, UK) with a monochromated Al Kα 

source at a power of 180 W (15 kV  12 mA), a hemispherical analyser operating in the fixed 

analyser transmission mode and the standard aperture (analysis area: 0.3 mm × 0.7 mm). The 

total pressure in the main vacuum chamber during analysis was typically 10-8 mbar. Survey 

spectra were acquired at a pass energy of 160 eV. To obtain more detailed information about 

the chemical structure, oxidation states etc., high-resolution spectra were recorded from 

individual peaks at 40 eV pass energy (yielding a typical peak width for polymers of 1.0 eV). 
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Samples were filled into shallow wells of custom-built sample holders. One lot of each 

sample was prepared and two different locations were analyzed on each sample at a nominal 

photoelectron emission angle of 0 w.r.t. the surface normal. Since the actual emission angle 

is ill-defined in the case of particles (ranging from 0 to 90), the sampling depth may range 

from 0 nm to approx. 10 nm. 

2.4 Electrochemical measurements 

Electrochemical measurements were carried out with a CHI 660E electrochemical 

workstation under ambient temperature. In a three-electrode cell, 6 M KOH was used as the 

electrolyte, a platinum plate as the counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl electrode as the 

reference electrode. The working electrode consisted of active material and 

polytetrafluoethylene (PTFE/H2O, 1 wt%) in a weight ratio of 9:1. The homogenous slurry 

was pasted onto a commercial Ni foam and pressed under 5 MPa face to face for 1 min. The 

electrode was then dried at 100 C overnight in a vacuum oven. The specific capacitance was 

based on the mass loading of the active materials calculated by the mass difference of the Ni 

foam before and after loading. Electrochemical impedance spectrum measurement was 

carried out in a frequency range of 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz at the open circuit potential with AC 

perturbation of 5 mV. 

    Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) were employed to 

examine the electrochemical performance of the CNT@PDA@ZIF electrode in KOH. The 

single electrode capacitance was calculated from the GCD curves according to the following 

equation [26]: 

𝐶 =
𝐼 × ∆𝑡

𝑚 × ∆𝑉
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where 𝐼 is the discharge current (A), ∆𝑡 is the discharge time (s), ∆𝑉 is the voltage window 

(V) and 𝑚 is the mass of active material.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of synthesis of CNT@CZIF. 

A heterogeneous nucleation growth was introduced in the synthesis of CNT@CZIF by the aid 

of polydopamine. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1, in the first step, 2D CNTs were 

soaked in a methanol/H2O solution of dopamine and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane to 

obtain a PDA coating. The -OH functional groups on the PDA acted as nucleation sites and 

metal ions could be attracted to the CNTs due to the incorporation interactions from 

negatively charged -OH functional groups, which further facilitated the formation of ZIF-8 

by heterogeneous nucleation in the following step (Fig. S1 and S2). After adding the 

precursors, ZIF-8 crystals would spontaneously grow on the CNTs with strong coupling 

action. Eventually, the 2D structures of CNTs with ZIF-8 grafted from was successfully 

synthesized. By varying the growth time of ZIF-8 precursors in the synthesis, the dispersion 

and density of ZIF-8 crystals could be controllably tuned. In order to achieve a high 

abundance of nitrogen doping in the final materials to investigate the relevance between 

morphology and performance, the external surface of CNTs fully covered by ZIF-8 particles 

was included as part of the experiment design. The CNT/ZIF-8 composites were named as 
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CNT@ZIF-n (n=1-2), reflecting the ZIF-8 growth time from 3 min to 30 min (see Fig. 2). 

The 30 minutes growth time was to allow a full growth. After pyrolysis at 800 C and etching, 

the pyrolyzed composites were named as CNT@CZIF-1 and 2, respectively.  

 

Fig. 2 TEM images of (A and B) CNT@ZIF-1 and (C and D) CNT@ZIF-2. 

    The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images revealed an optimal “necklace” 

morphology indicating the successful in-situ growth of ZIF-8 particles on the surface of 

carbon nanotubes. Compared to bare CNTs (Fig. S1) with 10 nm in diameter, the 

CNT@PDA (Fig. S2) has a PDA coating thickness of 10-15 nm. Fig. 2A and B demonstrated 

that for CNT@ZIF-1, ZIF-8 nanocrystals by heterogeneous nucleation were sparsely grown 

on the CNT fibers. The nanocrystals with irregular shape had sizes from ~10 nm to 20 nm. 

Increasing the growth time to 30 min, the ZIF-8 particles of CNT@ZIF-2 were densely and 

uniformly coated on the surface of CNT and were ~20 nm in size (Fig. 2C and D). The 

external surface was virtually fully wrapped by the crystals. This proved that by controlling 
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the growth time of ZIF-8 in the synthesis, the dispersion and morphology of ZIF-8 particles 

could be precisely controlled. The TEM investigation also revealed that the 2D structure had 

been maintained after deposition of ZIFs on CNTs (Fig. S1, S2, and Fig. 2). The rhombic 

dodecahedral ZIF-8 particles attached were well-defined, which was in agreement with the 

SEM observation (Fig. S3).  

 

Fig. 3 TEM images of (A and B) CNT@CZIF-1 and (C and D) CNT@CZIF-2. 

    After pyrolysis at 800 C, the carbonized composites were marked as CNT@CZIF-1 and 2. 

TEM images revealed that after carbonization and etching process, the graphitic structure of 

CNTs and the 2D “necklace” structures of ZIF/CNT had been maintained. CNT@CZIF-1 and 

2 both demonstrated the unique structure of carbonized ZIF-8 particles grafted from carbon 

nanotubes. The only significant difference before and after carbonization would be the 

annealing of ZIF-8 at high temperature caused the shrinkage of nanoparticles leading to the 

smaller carbon particles (10-20 nm). High-resolution TEM images revealed that for 
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CNT@CZIF-2, the rhombic dodecahedral ZIF-8 particles shrank to irregularly shaped carbon 

fragments with large amounts of mesopores after pyrolysis, as revealed in Fig 3D. The 

carbonized ZIF-8 particles stuck to the carbon nanotubes and virtually covered the surface. 

The lattice fringes of CNTs maintained after high-temperature pyrolysis, indicating a good 

thermal stability [27]. 

 

Fig. 4 Selected, representative XPS high-resolution N 1s spectra of A) CNT@PDA, B) 

CNT@CZIF-1, and C) CNT@CZIF-2. Component assignments: N1-pyridinic N; N2-pyloric 

N and ionised pyridine; N3-graphitic N; N4 and N5-quaternary groups and NOx; N6-

molecular N. N4, N5 and N6 likely include intensity associated with peak asymmetry. 

    Fig. S4 confirmed a distribution of carbon-based functional groups in CNT@PDA, 

CNT@CZIF-1, and CNT@CZIF-2. Consecutive N signals dominated by four N chemical 

states was also confirmed by XPS with peak fitting of the N 1s XPS spectra as shown in Fig. 

4, indicating the successful nitrogen doping originated from the 2-methylimidazole blocks of 

ZIF-8. The N heteroatoms assigned for the modified CNT included pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, 

graphitic N and quaternary N [28]. As shown in Table 1, CNT@CZIF-2 had the largest 

amount of nitrogen, indicating it owned the largest charge polarization degree in the carbon 

matrix, which benefited to the electrochemical energy storage performances [29]. Pyridinic 

nitrogen and graphitic nitrogen are commonly regarded as the active sites for supercapacitors 
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[30]. Notably, CNT@CZIF-2 had the largest fraction and thus overall amount of pyridinic 

nitrogen and a similar amount of graphitic nitrogen, which may further determine its high 

performance in supercapacitors. No Zn 2p peaks were found in the XPS spectra for 

CNT@CZIF-2, which suggested the successful removal of Zn residues by acid washing, also 

corresponded with XRD results in Fig. 5.  

    The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the samples were shown in Fig. S5. The pore 

distribution comparison chart (Fig. S5B) indicated that CNT@CZIF-1 and CNT@CZIF-2 

were featured of a mesoporous structure. The main pore size of CNT@CZIF-1 and 

CNT@CZIF-2 were both 3.4 nm. CNT@CZIF-2 had both a higher BET surface area and a 

higher main pore peak than CNT@CZIF-1, proving a higher content of mesopores derived 

from carbonized ZIF-8 crystals. Both CNT@CZIF-2 (287 m2 g-1) and CNT@CZIF-1 (264 m2 

g-1) had lower specific surface area than that of CNT (434 m2 g-1), and CNT@PDA (389 m2 

g-1). This could be attributed to that polydopamine had a denser property than CNTs, which 

led to the increase in diameter and finally the decrease in specific surface area [25]. Also, in 

terms of CNT@CZIF-1 and CNT@CZIF-2, the lower specific surface area may be attributed 

to the denser property of shrunk carbonized ZIF-8, which had a higher density than CNTs. 

Besides, the internal space of carbonized ZIF-8 crystals was partially blocked by PDA, which 

further led to a decreased pore volume and surface area [31].  
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Fig. 5 XRD patterns of CNT, CNT@PDA, CNT@ZIF-1, CNT@ZIF-2, ZIF-8, CNT@CZIF-

1, and CNT@CZIF-2. 

    Fig. 5 showed a comparison of the X-ray diffraction patterns. XRD pattern of CNT@PDA 

revealed a characteristic peak of PDA at 18 with a typical carbon peak at 26 assigning to 

CNT [29]. The peaks of CNT were not observed owing to its lower intensity comparing to 

the characteristic peaks of ZIF-8 in CNT@ZIF-1 and 2, whereas the broad peak of PDA was 

still visible (Fig. 5A). The characteristic peaks of CNT@ZIF-1 were in agreement with that 

of pure ZIF-8, which essentially confirmed the existence of well-defined ZIF-8 distribution 

throughout the synthesized materials. The intensity of CNT@ZIF-1 was weaker compared to 

ZIF-8 due to the premature growth. Given a sufficient growth time, the peaks of CNT@ZIF-2 

were ample and well-defined. After carbonization, for CNT@CZIF-1 and 2, the peaks 

belonging to ZIF-8 all disappeared leaving the mere graphitization peak of CNT, which 

proved the deposition of ZIF-8 particles and the main structure of CNT frameworks. Fig. 5B 

showed the enlarged XRD patterns of CNT@CZIF-1 and 2 at the region from 10 to 60 degree. 

The CNT@CZIF-2 showed a higher intensity of carbon peak (26) compared to that of 

CNT@CZIF-1, proving the superior composition ratio of carbonized ZIF-8 compared to 

CNTs.  
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Fig. 6 Comparison of supercapacitor performance based on CNT, CNT@PDA, CNT@CZIF-

1, and CNT@CZIF-2. (A) CV curves obtained at the scan rate of 50 mV s-1. (B) GCD curves 

obtained at the charging and discharging rate of 0.5 A g-1. (C) Specific capacitance retention 

as a function of discharging rate from 0.5 A g-1 to 10 A g-1. (D) Nyquist plots of the 

experimental impedance data; inset is a zoomed-in view of the high-frequency region in the 

Nyquist plots. (E) Comparison of cycling stability obtained from discharging rate at 2 A g-1 

for 1000 cycles. 

    Due to the abundant mesopores generated from ZIF-8, the highly conductive carbon 

nanotubes frameworks, high specific surface area, and nitrogen-doping feature, CNT@CZIF-
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1 and 2 were tested as the electrode materials for supercapacitors. To investigate the 

relationship between performance and structure, CNT, CNT@PDA were also included for 

comparison.  

Table 1: Nitrogen quantification and high resolution N 1s component fitting measured by 

XPS (atomic percentage, %) and electrochemical performance of CNT, CNT@PDA, 

CNT@CZIF-1, and CNT@CZIF-2. 

Sample N 1s 
N 

pyridinic 

N 

pyloric 

N 

graphitic 

Sa
BET  

[m2 g-1] 
Cb [F g-1] Cc [F g-1] 

Capacitance 

retentiond 

CNT 0 - - - 434 78 22 51.3% 

CNT@PDA 0.61 25.04 16.17 33.11 389 136 51 72.1% 

CNT@CZIF-1 1.65 19.34 17.00 33.78 264 168 102 86.4% 

CNT@CZIF-2 4.1 29.56 21.92 29.80 287 324 138 93.5% 

aSBET is the BET surface area. bC is the calculated capacitance from GCD at discharging rate 

0.5 A g-1. cC is the calculated capacitance from GCD at discharging rate 10 A g-1. 
dCapacitance retention after 1000 cycles. 

 

    As demonstrated by Fig. S6, all the samples showed the increment in the area as scan rates 

increased, indicating an ideal EDLC behavior [32]. Furthermore, in Fig. 6A, it could be 

discerned that CNT@CZIF-1 and CNT@CZIF-2 revealed a larger capacitive response than 

the other two, indicating a higher capacitance [33]. The CNT@PDA had slightly higher 

performance than CNT, proving that polydopamine not only played a cohesion force between 

CNT and ZIF-8 but also enhanced the capacitance as well [29]. Specifically, the capacitance 

of CNT@CZIF-2 was about 324 F g-1 at a charging and discharging rate of 0.5 A g-1, higher 

than those of CNT (78 F g-1), CNT@PDA (136 F g-1), and CNT@CZIF-1 (168 F g-1). The 

capacitance of CNT@CZIF-2 was nearly twice of the capacitance of CNT@CZIF-1, which 

could be attributed to that CNT@CZIF-2 had the largest amount of pyridinic nitrogen and 
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graphitic carbon as active sites, while at the same time it maintained the favored structure of 

CNT@ZIF-2. Fig. 6C demonstrated that at a much higher discharging rate of 10 A g-1, 

CNT@CZIF-2 still exhibited the highest capacitance of 152 F g-1 compared with CNT (22 F 

g-1), CNT@PDA (51 F g-1), and CNT@CZIF-1 (102 F g-1). The outstanding rate capability of 

CNT@CZIF-2 could be attributed to the denser nitrogen-doped carbon grafting from the 

CNTs frameworks, which acted like “lagoons” to minimize the diffusion distances from the 

electrolyte to highly conductive carbon nanotubes frameworks [33, 34]. Fig. 6E compared the 

cycling stability after 1000 charging and discharging cycles. CNT@CZIF-2 maintained 93.5% 

of the initial capacitance, outperforming the others, indicating a good cycling stability. This 

was probably because under a pyrolysis temperature of 800 C, a balancing of the surface 

area, high N content and the adequate ratio between highly conductive support and active 

sites were favorable for maintaining capacitance retention [35]. The impedance spectrum 

acquired is shown as the Nyquist plot in Fig. 6D. The Nyquist plots exhibit a spike in the 

low-frequency region and a typical arc at the high-frequency region. All the Nyquist plots 

showed a nearly vertical line at lower frequencies, proving a highly capacitive behavior, 

which was in correspondence with the CV results [36]. The Nyquist plots also demonstrated 

that CNT@CZIF-2 had a much lower electrochemical resistance at low-frequency area than 

that of CNT, CNT@PDA, and CNT@CZIF-1. While at the high-frequency region, the result 

was opposite, with CNT, CNT@PDA, CNT@CZIF-1 and CNT@CZIF-2 ranging from low 

to high. This could be possibly because, at lower frequency region, the high surface area, and 

the high nitrogen-doped carbon distribution of CNT@CZIF-2 were dominant in harvesting 

and releasing electron between surface and electrolyte [33]. However, at the high-frequency 

region, the main component of CNT was more dominant in lowering the internal resistance 

[37, 38]. 
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Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of the charge transportation mechanism. 

    Based on the above analysis, the charge transportation mechanism is schematically 

illustrated in Fig. 7. Firstly, the highly conductive carbon nanotubes frameworks acted as low 

impedance pathways for electrons to travel through the electrodes [39, 40]. And CNTs 

clusters were favorable in enhancing the rate capability and cycling stability by providing 

stable and fast tracks to harvest the electric current collected by nitrogen-doped carbon from 

the electrolyte. Secondly, porous and high surface carbon derived from ZIF-8 enabled the 

CNT@CZIFs more capabilities to harness the electrolyte ions into capacitance, which further 

enhanced the rate capability at high current density [16, 41]. Moreover, the nitrogen doping 

derived from ZIF-8 activated carbon atoms to acquire active sites for enhancement of 

electrochemical activities, which enhanced the capacitance without impeding the conductivity. 

In the case of CNT@CZIF-2, the high content of pyridinic nitrogen and high specific surface 

area contributed to its highest performance. In all, the excellent performance of CNT@CZIF-

2 could be attributed to its high content of nitrogen without sacrificing its main frameworks 

of CNTs. 

4. Conclusions 
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We have developed a high-performance supercapacitor electrode based on anitrogen-doped 

carbon material pyrolyzed from ZIF-8 grown on carbon nanotube composite. The CNT with 

high electrical conductivity provided the electrode enhanced rate capability as a pathway for 

electrons. Meanwhile, nitrogen decoration derived from ZIF-8 endowed the final electrode 

high capacitance without impeding the conductivity. A high specific capacitance of 324 F g-1 

at 0.5 A g-1 was achieved, with a 93.5% capacitance retention after 1000 cycles. The 

performance was higher than most of the CNT-based materials reported so far. Given the 

diversity of the MOFs with different structures and active species, it is expected that this 

work provides an effective route to CNT/porous carbon composites with different dopants for 

high-performance supercapacitors. 
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XPS Quantification 

Data processing was performed using CasaXPS processing software version 2.3.15 (Casa 

Software Ltd., Teignmouth, UK). All elements present were identified from survey spectra. 

The atomic concentrations of the detected elements were calculated using integral peak 

intensities and the sensitivity factors supplied by the manufacturer. Correction of the binding 

energy scale for sample charging was based on the main C 1s peak, located at either 284.4 eV 

(sp2 hybridized carbon in C60). 

The accuracy associated with quantitative XPS is ca. 10% - 15%. 

Precision (ie. reproducibility) depends on the signal/noise ratio but is usually much better 

than 5%. The latter is relevant when comparing similar samples.  



 

 

Fig. S1 TEM images of CNT. 

  



 

 

Fig. S2 TEM images of CNT@PDA. 

  



 

Fig. S3 SEM images of CNT@ZIF-1 (A-B) and CNT@ZIF-2 (C-D). 

  



 

Fig. S4 Selected, representative XPS high-resolution C 1s spectra of A) CNT, B) CNT@PDA, 

C) CNT@CZIF-1, and D) CNT@CZIF-2 fitted using a series of model spectra [1-3] and 

conventional components based on Gaussian-Lorentzian functions (GL30), and a Shirley 

background. The insert is of the same spectra plotted with a smaller x- and y-axis range to 

provide a clear view of the component fitting. Filled circles represent experimental data, 

dashed lines represent components and the solid black line represents the spectral envelope 

obtained from the fitting. Component assignments[1, 4]: CNT – experimental data; C1 – sp2; 

C2 – aliphatic hydrocarbon (sp3); C3 – C-N, secondary shifts associated with COOR; C4 – 

C-O; C5 – (N-)C=O, O-C-O; C6 – COOR; C7 – intensity associated with high binding 

energy peak asymmetry. 

  



 

Table S1: Elemental quantification derived from survey data, and high resolution C 1s and N 

1s component fitting measured by XPS (atomic percentage, %). Listed are the mean values 

based on 2 analyses points. 

Sample CNT CNT@PDA CNT@CZIF-1 CNT@CZIF-2 

Elemental 

Quantification 

(Atomic%) 

C 99.06 97.93 95.84 92.34 

N 0 0.61 1.65 4.1 

C 1s component 

fitting 

(Relative 

fraction of 

C, %) 

CNT 100 89.23 75.27 41.27 

C1 - 3.78 0.28 26.58 

C2 - 2.34 11.66 11.23 

C3 - 1.25 4.97 9.84 

C4 - 1.40 3.21 4.96 

C5 - 0.32 1.68 3.12 

C6 - 0.60 1.34 1.39 

C7 - 1.10 1.61 1.63 

N 1s component 

fitting 

(Relative 

fraction of 

N, %) 

N1 - 25.04 19.34 29.56 

N2 - 16.17 17.00 21.92 

N3 - 33.11 33.78 29.80 

N4 - 12.91 15.58 8.93 

N5 - 7.86 8.94 4.91 

N6 - 4.92 5.37 4.90 

 

Component assignments: 

CNT – experimental data from unmodified CNT; represents unmodified CNT. 

C1 – sp2 

C2 – sp3 

C3 – secondary shifts, C-N 

C4 – C-O 

C5 – (N-)C=O, O-C-O 

C6 – COOR 

C7 – high binding energy asymmetry 

N1 – Pyridinic 

N2 – Pyloric and ionised pyridine 

N3 – Graphitic 

N4 and N5 – Quaternary and NOx 

N6 – Molecular N 

 

  



 

 

Fig. S5 (A) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms comparison of CNT, CNT@PDA, 

CNT@CZIF-1, and CNT@CZIF-2. (B) Pore distribution comparison of CNT, CNT@PDA, 

CNT@CZIF-1, and CNT@CZIF-2. 

  



 

Fig. S6 Electrochemical performance of supercapacitors. CVs of (A) CNT, (B) CNT@PDA, 

(C) CNT@CZIF-1, and (D) CNT@CZIF-2 based on three-electrode system at different scan 

rates of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 200 mV s-1. 
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